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Abstract
This paper proposed a model algorithm control (MAC) method for path tracking
control of a differentially-steered wheeled mobile robot (WMR) considering the presence
of disturbances that violate the nonholonomic constraints. MAC is a one-step-ahead
predictive controller in which the control law is obtained by minimizing the output error.
The design of MAC controller is based on the discretized form of the control system. In
this paper a time discretization method using the Taylor series and zero-order-hold (ZOH)
assumption was proposed to discetize the continuous model of the WMR. Then MAC
controller was designed to perform the tracking control for the mobile robot basing on
the WMR’s discretized model. The presence of skidding effects which violates the
nonholonomic constraints was considered during simulations and experiments done to
verify the performance and feasibility of the proposed control strategy.
Keywords: model algorithm control; path tracking control; skidding effects; wheeled
mobile robot

1. Introduction
Nonholonomic systems commonly occur in finite dimensional mechanical systems
where constraints are imposed on the non-integrable motions (the constraints cannot be
written as time derivatives of a function of the generalized coordinates). There are
numerous examples of nonholonomic systems which are of substantial engineering
interest. The constraints involved are based on the assumption that there is no substantial
slipping of wheels in the case of a differential driven WMR.
The control of wheeled mobile robots has received a lot of attention from the control
and robotics communities due to their theoretical control design difficulties and the wide
range of applications [1-3]. Posture stabilization and path tracking are the two
fundamental states when controlling a WMR. Posture stabilization’s purpose is to
stabilize the WMR to a reference point while path tracking is to make the WMR to follow
a reference path. Posture stabilization is of great theoretical interest where good
performance is very difficult to obtain and its solution usually does not give great
practical advantages [4]. Good tracking ability is essential for the WMRs since most of
the tasks involve tracking a predefined collision-free path and/ or a detected path in realtime. It is for this reason that the problem of path tracking control of the WMRs is
thoroughly investigated in this literature.
Path tracking control is easier to achieve than posture stabilization for the WMRs. This
comes from the assumption that the wheel makes perfect contact with the ground and
there is no skidding during the running process. It results in the nonholonomic constraints
in which not all velocities are possible at a certain moment. This is a fundamental motion
*
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control problem and has been thoroughly investigated in the robotic domain [5-10]. A
linear tracking controller for mobile robots was reported by [11] and [12]. However, the
controller works only when the linear velocity is not zero for the linear model approach. It
is difficult to control the mobile robot to keep tracking in a specified path and stop at a
specific point, thus nonlinear controllers for this class of systems have been extensively
studied.
Zenon and Marcin [13] proposed a discrete algorithm for a tracking control of a WMR
using an advanced Adaptive Critic Design. Lim, et al., [14] presented a nonlinear model
predictive tracking control scheme for a wheeled nonholonomic unmanned ground
vehicle. Dinh, et al., [15] presented a differential sliding mode tracking controller for
trajectory tracking of the three-wheeled mobile platform. Chen et al., [16] proposed a
complete control law comprising a kinematic control and a sliding-mode dynamic control
for the trajectory tracking control of nonholonomic WMRs. The assumptions of the
nonholonomic constraints are still ideally satisfied even though the disturbance or
parameter variation influences were considered in the above-mentioned papers. However,
the ideal, pure rolling, and no-slipping assumption for the WMRs are unrealistic in the
real-world and it should be noted that they will be violated in practical applications. The
sliding effects were modeled considering the slipping for non-straight trajectories by [17]
and [18].
In this paper, we presented the problem of controlling a WMR subject to skidding
effects where the ideal nonholonomic constraints of pure rolling and non -slipping
are violated. This could be caused by sliding, deformability, or flexibility of the
wheels. Model Algorithm Control (MAC) method for the tracking control of the
WMR is proposed. MAC is a one-step-ahead predictive controller in which the
control law is obtained by minimizing the output error at time (k   )T , where kT is
the time of k sampling intervals and T indicates the time delay. It basically
involves an impulse response model for system representation and prediction, a
reference path and an optimality criterion. The main idea of the MAC strategy is to
predict the deviation of the future system outputs from the reference path based on
the model, define an optimality criterion that reflects the deviations, and obtain an
optimality control strategy to minimize the criterion over a certain horizon in the
future.
This paper is organized into the following sections: Section 2 presents the
kinematic model of the WMR, Section 3 introduces a nonlinear system
discretization method using the Taylor series and ZOH assumption, Section 4
presents the MAC controller synthesis for the tracking control of the WMR, Section
5 demonstrates the performance of the proposed MAC controller usi ng computer
simulations and experiment, and Section 6 presents the conclusion of this study.

2. Mathematical Model of the Wheeled Mobile Robot
Let’s consider a nonholonomic WMR with two differentially steered wheels, as
shown in Figure 1. It shows a geometrical model of the WMR including the
necessary variables to obtain the kinematic model. This WMR has two driving
wheels (radius r ) and one caster. Point H ( xH , yH ) defines the intersection of the
axis of symmetry with the driving wheel axis and is assumed to be the origin of the
coordinate frame {X H , YH }. Point C( xc , yc ) is the center of mass of the mobile robot.
Length c is the distance between point H and point C and l is the length of the rear
wheel axis.
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Figure 1. Sketch of a Nonholonomic WMR
For this kind of WMR, there are three constraints according to [19]. The first one
is that the robot must move in the direction of the axis of symmetry.

xH sin  yH cos  0

(1)

The other two constraints are the rolling constraints, in which the left and right
driving wheels do not slip.

xH cos  yH sin   l 2  rr  0

(2)

xH cos  yH sin   l 2  rl  0

(3)

where the variable  is the angle between the direction of the WMR and
the X axis while r and l are the angular displacements of the right and left driving
wheels respectively.
Assume that  (t ) and v (t ) are the angular and the displacement velocities,
respectively. The WMR can be described by the following kinematic model:

 xH  v(t ) cos( )

 yH  v(t )sin( )
   (t )


(4)

Eq. (4) corresponds to the hypothesis of “pure rolling and non-slipping condition”
for the WMR. Assume that a bounded disturbance  (t ) ,  (t )   , where  (t ) is the
quality measuring the violation of the nonholonomic constraints associated to Eq.
(4) [20].  is a known constant. Then Eq. (1) becomes:

xH sin  yH cos  (t )

(5)

The kinematic model of the mobile robot with unmatched disturbances becomes:
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 xH  v(t ) cos( )   (t )sin( )

 yH  v(t )sin( )  (t ) cos( )
   (t )


(6)

3. Time Discretization Method for Nonlinear Control System
The time discretization method presented in this paper can provide a relatively
more exact discrete-time model for a continuous nonlinear system. The general
multi-input nonlinear system in state-space form can be represented as follows:
a
dx(t )
 f ( x(t ))   gi ( x(t ))ui (ti )  f ( x(t ))
dt
i 1
u1 (t ) g1 ( x(t ))  u2 (t ) g 2 ( x(t ))   ua (t ) g a ( x(t )),

(7)

y  h( x(k ))
Where x  X  R n represents the system state, ui  R (i  1...a) is an input
variable, and f ( x ) and gi ( x) (i  1...a) are nonlinear functions for x . In addition,
the ZOH is assumed for a fixed sampling period: ui (t )  ui (kT )  ui (k )  constant ,
kT  t  kT  T . Here T is the sampling period. The expressions of the states for
each sampling period can be obtained using the Taylor series. The general
discretized form of the multi-input nonlinear system can be derived as follows:
M

x(k  1)  x(k )   Al ( x(k ), u1 (k ), u1 (k )..., ua (k ))
l 1

Tl
l!

(8)

where x(k ) is the value of a state vector of x at t  tk  kT , M is truncation order of
the Taylor series. A[l ] ( x, u) is defined recursively by using Eq. (9).

A[1] ( x, u )  f ( x)  u1 g1 ( x)  u2 g 2 ( x) 

 ua g a ( x)

...
A[l ] ( x, u )
A ( x, u ) 
( f ( x)  u1 g1 ( x)  u2 g 2 ( x) 
x
l  1, 2,3,...
[ l 1]

 ua g a ( x)),

(9)

Define the function TM as follows:

x(k 1)  TM ( x(k ), u1 (k ), u2 (k ),..., ua (k ))

(10)

where the function  T depends on the sampling period of T and truncation order
of M .
M

Let U(k )  u1 (k ) u2 (k )
ua (k ) and the sampled-data representation can be
written in a more compact form as:
T
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x(k  1)  TM ( x(k ), U(k )),

(11)

y  h( x(k )).

4. Model Algorithm Control for Nonlinear System
Consider the nonlinear systems described by a discrete-time state-space form:

xm (k  1)  [ xm (k ), u(k )],
ym (k )  h[ xm (k )].

(12)

where the subscript m is added to indicate estimates of x and y obtained in the model
simulation and differentiate the simulated ym from the measured output y .

xm  [ x1, x2 ,..., xn ] denotes the vector of state variables, u  [u1, u2 ,.....ua ] denotes the
manipulated inputs, and ym  [ y1, y2 ,..., yn ] represents the output to be controlled. It
is assumed that xm  X  R j and u U  Ri , where X and U are open-connected sets

that contain the origin (that is, the nominal equilibrium point). ( x, u ) is an
analytic vector function on X U , and h( x) is an analytic scalar function on X .
Suppose that system (12) has the relative order,  , which is the smallest number
of sampling periods after which the manipulated input u affects the output, y . This
means that:

 h( x)   ( x, u )   ( x, u ) 
 x   x   u   0, p  0,1,...,   2
p

 h( x)   ( x, u ) 
 x   x 

 1

 ( x, u ) 
 u   0

(13)

Online simulation of the model described by Eq. (12) can be used to predict the
future changes in the output y as follows:

ym (k  1)  ym (k )  h1[ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]
ym (k  2)  ym (k )  h 2 [ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]
(14)

ym (k    1)  ym (k )  h

 1

ym ( k   )  ym ( k )  h

[ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]

 1

[[ xm (k ), u (k )]  h[ xm (k )],

and the following notation is used:
0

 h ( x )  h( x )
 p
p 1

h ( x)  h  ( x, u ) , p  1,...,   1.

(15)

Here, take into account Eq. (13) that can be represented in the form:
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 p
 h( x)    ( x, u )   ( x, u ) 
h [( x, u )]  
 0, p  0,1,...,   2,
u
 x   x   u 
p

  1
 h( x)   ( x, u ) 
h [( x, u )]  
u
 x   x 

 1

 ( x, u ) 
 u   0

(16)

Furthermore, the following relations will hold:
p

 y(k  p)  h [ x(k )], p  0,...,  1

 1

 y(k   )  h {[ x(k ), u(k )]}.

(17)

With a finite relative order,  , Eq. (17), implies that the algebraic equation

h 1[( x, u)]  y

(18)

is locally solvable in u . The corresponding implicit function will be denoted by:

u  0 ( x, y)

(19)

and is assumed to be well-defined and unique on X  h( X ) .
When these predicted changes shown in Eq. (14) are added to the measured output
signal, y (k ) , one obtains the following closed-loop predictions of the output:

yˆ (k  1)  y (k )  h1[ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]
yˆ (k  2)  y (k )  h 2 [ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]
...

(20)

yˆ (k    1)  y (k )  h

 1

[ xm (k )]  h[ xm (k )]

yˆ (k   )  y (k )  h 1[[ xm (k ), u (k )]]  h[ xm (k )]
where yˆ (k ) represents a prediction of the output y (k ) .
At every time step, the control computer can calculate the output prediction using
Eq. (20), driven by u (k ) and y (k ) , where xm (k ) is obtained by online simulation of
the state equations of Eq. (12):

xm (k 1)  [ xm (k ), u(k )] .

The question that arises is what would be the best choice of u (k ) to obtain a
desirable output response after  time steps. If u (k ) is chosen so that yˆ (k   ) is
exactly the set-point value, ysp , this would clearly create a non-robust situation,
since the output can be seriously affected by disturbances or system errors. Instead,
one can request yˆ (k   ) to be in the right direction and cover a fraction of the
“distance” between yˆ (k    1) and the set-point value. In other words, one can
define a desirable value, yd , of the output at the (k   )th time step by:

yd (k   )  (1   ) ysp   yˆ (k   1)
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where  is a tunable filter parameter such that 0    1. Clearly,   0 corresponds
to yd (k  r )  ysp (k ) ,and therefore, will try to force the output to go to the set point
as soon as possible, whereas   1 corresponds to yd (k  r)  yˆ (k  r 1) , leaving
the output unaffected. An intermediate choice of  that corresponds to a desirable
value of the output between ysp and yˆ (k    1) tries to bridge the gap to a certain

extent. There is not a criterion to choose  . It depends on the characteristics of the
system to be controlled and the control requirement. If the target of control system
is to make the system output follow the reference output quickly  should be chosen
as a small value; on the other hand if the target of control system is to make the
system output follow the reference output gently with a small input a big  can be
used. Eq. (21) is referred to as the “reference trajectory” in the MAC literature.
Once the reference trajectory has been specified, the question then becomes how
to choose the control input u (k ) so that yˆ ( k  r ) will match yd (k  r ) . This can be
formulated as an optimization problem:

min[ yd (k   )  yˆ (k   )]2

(22)

u (k )

Considering Eqs. (20) and (21), this becomes

min{(1   )e(k )  h 1{[ xm (k ), u (k )]}   h 1[ xm (k )]  (1   )h[ xm (k )]}2
u (k )

(23)

where e(k )  ysp (k )  y(k ) .
In the absence of input constraints, this minimization problem is trivially
solvable. Input u (k ) is the solution of the nonlinear algebraic equation:

h 1{[ xm (k ), u(k )]}   ( xm (k ), e(k ))

(24)

where  ( x, e)   h 1[ x]  (1   )(h[ x]  e) .
Recalling the definition of 0 (Eq. 19), the solution can be represented as:

u(k )  0 xm (k ),  ( xm (k ), e(k ))

(25)

Therefore, the derived control law is given by Eq. (25).
The MAC control method described in this section is applied to construct a
controller synthesis for tracking control of the mobile robot described in Section 2.
The Eq. (6) is used as the mobile robot model. For simple we can write Eq. (6) as
the following simple form.

Xm (t )  F (Xm (t ))  G(Xm (t ))U(t )  H (Xm (t ))(t )
where Xm   xH

yH
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By employing the time discretization method presented in Section 3 the sampled data representation of the wheeled mobile robot’s model can be obtained. Here the
discrete time model is assumed as:

Xm (k 1)  (Xm (k ), U(k ),(k ))

(27)

Then just like the description of this section we can get:

U(k )  0 ( (Xm (k ), E(k)),(k))

(28)

After designing the “reference trajectory” we can obtain the control inputs like
the Eq. (25).
Theorem 1: Consider the model of the mobile robot described in Eq. (27). If
U  0 (X,) is well-defined and unique, then the closed loop MAC control system
is stable.
Proof: The Lyapunov function is usually used for the tool of establishing stability
with predictive control of nonlinear discretized systems. Here we employ the
Lyapunov function to consider the stability of controlled system. We choose a
Lyapunov function as:

Vk  Em (k )  Xsp  Xm (k )

(29)

So

Vk 1  Em (k  1)  Xsp  Xm (k  1)

(30)

Since

U(k 1)  0 ( (Xm (k 1), E(k 1)),(k 1))

(31)

we can obtain:

Xm (k  1)   (Xm (k  1), E(k  1))   Xm (k )  (1   )  Xm (k  1)  Xsp  X(k  1)  (32)
When  =0 , the Eq.(27) can response the system precisely ( Xm (k 1)  X(k 1) ).
And if   0 and    , there exist process model errors we can modify the
parameter  to improve the performance of the controller against the process model
errors. So Eq. (32) can be re-written as:

Xm (k 1)   Xm (k )  (1   )Xsp

(33)

Then

Em (k  1)  Xsp  Xm (k  1)   Xsp   Xm (k )    Xsp  Xm (k ) 
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When  =0 , Since 0    1, we get:

Vk 1  Em (k  1)   Em (k )  Vk

(35)

If   0 and    , we can modify the parameter  to make Vk 1  Vk .□

5. Simulation and Experiment
5.1. Simulation
As a preliminary step before the experimental validation, the control algorithm
has been tested by simulation. The sampling time is chosen as T  0.1s . First we
consider the non-slipping case. Here  (t )  0 . In this case an “8” shape reference
path is considered. The starting position is chosen as [0.0,0.0,30.0 ]T . Figure 2
shows the reference path and the tracking performance of the mobile robot by using
the MAC tracking control method. The control inputs are shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 shows the position error ek  (ekx ) 2  (eky ) 2 and orientation error ek .
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0.6

0.8

1

Figure 2. Simulation Result of MAC Tracking Control (  (t )  0 )
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Figure 4. Position Error ek  (ek )  (ek ) and Orientation Error ek

(  (t )  0 )
Then the simulation of MAC tracking control with skidding effect is considered.
In this case  (t )  0 . The disturbance  (t ) used in this simulation is shown in Figure
5. In this case we also utilize an “8” shape reference path to do the simulation. The
starting position is chosen as [0.0,0.0,30.0 ]T . Figure 6 shows the reference path
and the tracking performance of the mobile robot by using the MAC tracking
method. The control inputs are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the position
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error ek  (ekx ) 2  (eky ) 2 and orientation error ek . The totally calculation time is
0.31s. From Figure 2-8 we can see that the proposed MAC tracking control method
can control the mobile robot to track the reference path accurately even in the case
of skidding effects which violate the nonholonomic constraints.
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Figure 5. Disturbance  (t ) for Simulation
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Figure 6. Simulation Result of MAC Tracking Control (  (t )  0 )
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5.2. Experiment
The DU ROBO mobile robot of our lab was utilized for the experiment. This
mobile robot is supplied with an automatic navigation system. It is a unicycle robot
equipped with two driving wheels, DC motors, and it has two encoders and an e compass to reckon the path and position of the mobile robot. In the experiment the
sampling time was also chosen as T  0.1s . The disturbance  (t ) used in the
experiment is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the reference path and the
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tracking performance of the mobile robot by using the MAC tracking method.
Figure 11 shows the position error ek  (ekx ) 2  (eky ) 2 and orientation error ek .
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Figure 10. Tracking Performance of the Mobile Robot in the Experiment
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Figure 11. Position Error ek  (ek )  (ek ) and Orientation Error ek in the

Experiment

6. Conclusions
The path tracking problem of wheeled mobile robots which violates the
nonholonomic constraints is studied in this paper. Time discretization method using
the Taylor series and the ZOH assumption was used to obtain the sampled-data
representation of the nonlinear WMR’s model. The MAC method is proposed to do
the tracking control for the mobile robot. The main idea of the MAC strategy is to
predict the deviation of the future system outputs from the reference path based on
the model, define an optimality criterion that reflects the deviations, and obtain an
optimality control strategy to minimize the criterion over a certain horizon in the
future. The skidding effect which violates the nonholonomic constraints was
considered. Simulations and experiment were conducted to demonstrate the
effectivity of the proposed MAC control method in terms of the tracking
performance. The good experimental and simulation results showed the potential of
the MAC control method for the tracking control of the WMRs.
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